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'~Jesuit Martyrs'' Given 
Before, Women's Club Daugherty's Ti~ely .Throw Pulls Kenyon Ga~e From Fire 
Xavier Meets Detroit 
On Platform Friday 
Dante Club Contracts Full Schedule For 
Remainder of Scholastic Year DEAD-EYE SHOT 
what slow at the start of the game, 
the play speeded up ·and soon Kenyon 
Jumped Into the lead. Bob Sack tied 
it up in a hurry, hOwever, and f1•om 
then on the lead se~-sawed back and 
forth with neither club having a 
marked advantage. The score at the 
half was 16-9 .Jn favor of st. Xavier. 
Bob Sack scored 8 of these points him-
self and kept the Musketeers In ·the 
12 points, 4 field goals and 4 fouls. 
Beckwith followed him with 7 points. 
Tracy and Stout put up a fine brand 
of defensive work. 
Naval Disarmament of the U.S. to be 
Discussed; Loyola Next in Line 
I 
Line-up: 
On Saturday afternoon, January 11, 
Jo)m Anton, Gale F.· Grogan and Al-
bert Muckerheide delivered the Dante 
Club lecture "The Jesuit Martyrs of 
North America" before a large audi-
ence of guests and members of the 
Catholic Womens Club. This engage-
ment marked the first appearance of 
tlon to make every man In the club 
conversant with all the lectures in the 
repertoire. Judging by the activity and 
progress of the Dante Club this year It 
will not be Jong until the name be-. 
comes a tradition on the campus. 
Decides Close Contest 
Up-Staters Throw Scare Into 
- Confident Musketeers.· 
ball ga~e. r . 
The second half 'l\iBs -a real thriller, 
The Blue· and White· lengthened their 
lead through field go~ls by Back, Beck-
with and Stout. · With the score at 
16-9, Kenyon suddenly came to life 
and entertained wlth1'a'shower of field 
goals to take the lead at 18-16. Then 
the fireworks started;· The Musketeers, 
fighting desperately, knotted ·the ·count 
through a field goal~by Paul. Beckwith. 
The up-state cagers retaliated by sink-
ing three fouls to makei the score 21-18. 
a field goal for Kenyon and a success-
fuJ free throw for Xavier changed It 
to 23-19. Back, Beckwith and Bolger 
sheared three points off this lead by 
foul shots. Thirty seconds to go and 
the score 23-22 with the Musketeers 
on the sad end I Just as the st. Xavier 
partisans were about' to throw up the 
sponge, Captain .Tom Daugherty, the 
Indiana flash, calmly dribbled down 
to the 17-foot line and looped a beau-
tiful shot to put i ·damper on the 
Ken)'.on expectations. The Gambler 
boys did not have a chance to over-
come this lead as t~e gun sounded a 
few seconds later with the score at 
st. ~avler- F.G. F.T. T.P. 
Sack, f .................................. 4 
Beckwith, f .......................... 2 
Tracy, c .. • ............................. . 
Daugherty, g .................... .. 
Wilhelm, g ......................... . 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
4 
3 
0 
0 
.o 
0 
0 
1 
12 
7 
0 
2 
0 
0 
2 
1 
On Friday the debating team will 
travel to Detroit to meet the forensic 
representatives of Detroit University. 
The Xavier men will uphold the affirm-
ative of the proposition: Resolved, 
that the United States should adopt a 
policy of naval disarmament. Edwin 
Hellker, Louis G. Boeh and Edmund 
D. Doyle' will compose the team and 
will speak In the order named. A fourth 
member of the team may also make 
the trip, to act as alternate and critic 
for St. Xavier. Egbers, g ............................. . 
· the organization before a non-scholas-
tic audience this year and the success 
of the effort has prompted the club to 
make arrangements for additional pub-
lic lectures in the future: 
The Lecture given at the Catholic 
·Womens Club last week was. especially 
appropriate due to the recent an-
. nouncement from Rome that the eight 
Jesuit martyrs will shortly be made 
Saints of the Church. 
TRACK SEASON ·IS 
INAUGURATED BY 
TOM SHARKEY 
XAVIER OFFENSE LOOKS SLOW 
Sack Again Shows Opposition 
How; Loyola and Day-
Stout, g .............................. .. 
Bolger, g ............ : ................ . 
Totals ............................ 8 e 24 
Kenyon- F.G. F.T. T,P. 
Swanson, f .......................... 3 2 8 
Stock, f :............................... 2 3 7 
Lymans, c ............................ 2 2 6 
Caples, g .............................. O 2 2 
!MASQUERS OFFER 
NEW GROUP OF 
SKETCHES 
Mr. Edward .J. McGrath, debate 
coach, called three special meetings of 
the squad during the Christmas recess 
In order that the team should be thor 
oughly prepared for the Detroit en 
counter. At one of these meetings Mr. 
William E. Chancellor of the Economic 
department, who has had wide experi 
ence as a debate coach and public 
speaker, discussed the economic impli 
cations of disarmament. His search 
Ing and erudite analysis of this aspect 
of the question was very Interesting 
and gave the debaters much Invaluable 
Information. 
McElroy, g .......................... 0 0 0 
Grear, g ................................ O 0 0 
The lecturers, In their presentation 
of the selection, stressed the salient 
points in the lives of Fathers Jogues, 
Brebeuf, Lallemant, · Garnier, Daniel 
and Chabanel and related the history 
of the work of the two young lay-
men, Goupil and Lalande, among the 
Indian tribes of the new country. 
Return of Jack Mahony Makes 
Prospects for 1930 Bright; 
Large Squad Out. _ 
ton N'ext. 
- By John J. Nolan 
The Musketeers, coming from behind 
for the second time this season, barely 
eked out a victory over the highly 
touted Kenyon. College five by the close 
score of 24-23, The game was played 
at the Fieldhouse, where a fine crowd 
watched St. Xavier garner her fourth 
straight contest. 
- -
Totals ............................ 7 9 23 
Referee-Dick Bray. 
Loyola and Dayton to be Met 
T.~esday evening the Musketeers left 
for Chicago where they will endeavor 
to break the winning streak of the 
Loyola basketeers on Wednesday eve-
ning. Saturday the Dayton Flyers 
journey to the Field House and the 
traditional rivalry of the two schools 
ls sure to make the evening Jnterestlng. 
If the Musketeers successfully hurdle 
these two obstacles the prospects of a 
very successful season will be more 
than promising. 
Three One-Act Plays Are Staged 
Under Student Directorship 
In Union House. 
!'.larch Wiil Bring Action With It 
From all Indications the Detroit team 
Is one of the most expert on the year' 
Busy Time Ahead 
The Dante Club will do considerable 
traveling during the next few months. 
Among the cities to be visited are Day-
ton, Hamilton and Cleveland, Ohio; 
Lexington, Bardstown, Springfield, 
Georgetown and Louisville, Kentucky 
and Adrian, Michigan where a lecture 
was given some weeks ago. All of the 
members of the club will be used In 
fulfilling engagements In the future. In 
addition to these lectures away from 
home, the Dante Club will be kept busy 
In the city with approximately fifteen 
lectures to be delivered at the various 
schools and fraternal organizations of 
greater Cincinnati. 
Improvement Noh!d 
Father John Usher, B. J., faculty ad· 
viser, has Inaugurated a rehearsal sys-
. tern for all members. It Is his lnten· 
DANCE AT FONTBONNE 
· -·Amnreil tor ·Da1iie· c1ulii ·Jaiiuai-y 21 
Is Selected as the Date. 
The entertainment committee of The 
Fontbonne, Catholic girls home on East 
Fifth Street, has ananged an Informal 
dance for the members of the Dante 
Club. The date set for the dance Is 
Tuesday evening, January 21. The club 
ls presenting the Divina Comedla at 
The Fontbonrie on that evening. , Miss 
Betty Laing, chairman of the enter-
tainment committee has extended an 
invitation to the members of the Dante 
Club, Debating team and String Quar-
tette to attend the dance which Is to 
follow the lecture. The members of 
these organizations will please notify 
Gale F. Grogan or F, Oliver Stlc11s If 
they Intend to be present next Tuesday 
evening. 
STUDENT MANAGERS WANTED 
By John J. Nolan 
Coach Tom Sharkey Issued the call 
for track candidates 1ast week and a 
large number reported. Light limber-
ing up exercises were on the card, 
prior to regular practice which will 
be held this week. 
Jack Mahoney Returns 
Foremost among these candidates 
were Jack Mahony, who runs the 50 
and 100-yd. dashes slightly faster than 
a whippet and Frank O'Bryan, star 
decathlon man. Veterans of last year 
Include Bob Brand, Ed Geiser, Joe Pe-
tranka and Fred Geraci. Among the 
newcomers are Anton, Dreyer, Hughes, 
McDevltt, Kelley, Insco, Bolger, Spren-
gard, Shay, Taylor and Sullivan. Sev· 
ere.I others are expected to report 
later on. 
The prospects of a successful season 
on the cinders are Indeed promising, 
Sharkey has more material to ·.work 
\vitli . this·_ year . arid judging train: the 
results of his work last year, the Blue 
and White should annex many events 
In different meets. 
The Itinerary of the squad has not 
yet been announced but It Is under-
stood that the schedule includes dual 
meets with several Ohio colleges be· 
sides participation In the various state 
meets to be held In th esprlng. 
Student Managers Wanted 
The Athletic Department has stated 
that applications for student managers 
of the track team will be received at 
Jack Devanney's office. A letter will 
be awarded to the senior track man-
ager in the spring. Any student Inter-
ested In acquiring the position Is asked 
to communicate with the Athletic De-
partment as soon as possible. 
Final Arrangements 
Made ·For Annual 
Junior· Promenade 
INVITATIONS 
To Be Mailed Out Soon 
Henry Thies' Orchestra Engaged 
For Xavier's Biggest 
· Soclal Event. 
FEBRUARY 7TH IS THE DAY 
By George E. Winter 
Daintily written cards carrying the 
seal "X-31" In gold have been for-
warded to more than 250 friends and 
alumni of St. Xavier College urging 
the subscription of patronage for the 
annual Junior Prom which will be a 
colorful event of Friday, February 7, 
at the main ballroom of the Hotel 
Gibson. Mr. William J. Richmond, 
general chairman of the Prom com-
mittee, reports that Indications, point 
to a record number of 100 patrons for 
this year's Prom. 
Junior Proms have always been out-
standing events on the St. Xavier so-
clai calendar. Mr. Richmond and his 
aides are working hard so that they 
year will be no exception to the rule. 
The Junior committee has the counsel 
.of Mr. Edmund D. Doyle, president of 
the Senior Class, and Mr. Edward c. 
Hoban, member of last year's Prom 
committee, relative to plans for the 
dance. 
Juniors Hard At Work 
Mr. Robert W. Egbers, president of 
the Junior Class, has held .. Informal 
discussions with the leaders of the 
Junior class relative to suggestions for 
this yea1"s Prom. Details of the Prom 
are to be discussed weekly at the class 
meetings of the Juniors. Each Junior 
at the college has been urged to se-
cure his parents as patrons for the 
Pram-
Seniors of the college will be guests 
of honor at the Prom. They will have 
a place of special honor In the Grand 
March. Attrnctlve favors•wlll be given 
to the feminine partners of the Prom 
guests. 
- Thies' Orchestra Chosen 
After considerable 'negotiation the 
committee secured.the-servlce_s of Hen-
ry Thies' orchestra, at present affiliated 
with the Crosley Radio Corporation. 
Mr. Thies and his fifteen music makers 
are well known to habitucs of the Hotel 
Sinton where the popular orchestra fills 
many engagements. During the sum-
mer months of last year the Thies or-
chestra drew thousands of patrons to 
the Moonlight Gardens at Coney Is-
land. The committee Is to be con-
gratulated for having made such a 
choice and the guests at the Prom are 
bound to consider the evening a suc-
cess beforehand. Mr. Thies will ar-
range a special programme of Muske-· 
teer airs for the occasion to Impart a 
genuine college atmosphere to what 
promises to rival last year's record 
breaker. 
Strictly Invitational 
This year's Prom will be a strictly 
Invitational affair. In the very near 
future engraved Invitations to st. Xa-
vier's premier social event will be 
placed in, the mails. The Invitation 
list . Includes the names of all the un-
dergraduates, the alumni, and many 
friends of the ·college. More than 500 
couples are expected to attend the 
Prom. Mr. Louis D. 'Mueller of the 
Hotel Gibson is co-operating with the 
st. Xavier committee on the general 
arrangements for the dance, 
From start to finish the fray was 
close and lilterestlng. Although some-
24-23. i -
Bob Back again led the scoring with 
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Proper legislation and happy mar- environment ·Is wha~ he· has, and the Jesuit Novitiate at Milford, 88 the 
rla11es are dependent .upon a thorough function Is what·he does. All three are speaker on the topic "Oxford and cam· 
knowledge of the laws of human hered· important Jn giving :'.characteristics to bridge as Seen by· an American stu-
lty and more attention to the.se laws Is man. • ·. · . . . dent". 
·an urgent need In this day and ase "Stress laid on heritage has· given 
according to Rev. Martin J. Phee, s. J., rise to the science ·of: ·eugenics. The 
professor of biology at·st. xavler Col· science of sociology )has been .under" 
Jell!!; who· last night Jectufed., before· .an taken ·.to, conslder"'ei\vlroimiei-v,:;,. The_ 
assembly In the Mary G. Lod11e Read· functional factor' of inan Is cared for 
Ing R90m of the college library build· by the clergy and educators; 
ing at the opening of a· series of forum "Diseases which are germinal In or-
programs sponsored by the Alumni As• !gin are not heritable, but the tenden-
soclatlon of the collelll!. cy toward the disease may be heritable. 
Father Phee's topic was "Human In- Scientists are now engaged In much 
herltance". He was Introduced to the research ·and experimental study rela· 
audience of alumni, undergraduates, tlve to cancer. Cancer Is heritable In 
and friends ·.of the college by James mice but science does not definitely 
J. Grogan, president of the alumni as- say that It is heritable In man. 
soclatlon. · "Evolutionlstlc theories of Lamarck 
In his lecture Father Phee said: and Darwin are built on the hererlta-
"It Is necessary for our legislators bllity of acquired characteristics. Then 
to know the laws of human heredity the work of Weismann made the world 
so that they may deal with lntelll- forget the subject of acquired habits. 
gently the various race problems which Now the new school of Neo-Lamarck-
arlse. Married couples can well afford lans has arisen to prove the heredlta-
to give careful attention to the law~ bllity of some acquired characteristics. 
of heredity so that they may be abfo "Most evidence Is against heredlta-
to rear their children by the knowledge blllty. Some bits of experimentation 
thus gained. have proved the heredltablllty of char-
"Gregor Johann Mendel, ·the famed acters In certain cases. We shall leave 
Austrian botanist, Is the father or the the case open to further Investigation. 
modem science of heredity. He was "The eugenic movement has led sci-
the first to give us an understandable ence to Improve the race·by Improving 
set of laws relative to the inheritance the gei·m plasm. Radicals have clam-
or contrasting parental characters by ored for drastic laws and cast oppro-
offsprlngs. For 20 years his work con- brlum on the movement. More con-
tinued and the laws which he dlscove1·- servatlve scientists are slow to advo-
ed he reduced• to mathematical f01·- · cate laws of this kind and believe more 
mulae. / Jn education, the formation of public 
"Mendel's laws show that the human opinion, and more stringent marriage 
Individual can be considered as resiilt- laws. 
ant of the' Interplay of four factors, "No definite p1·ogram of eugenlcal 
three of which are biological arid the Improvement can be formulated until 
other Is spiritual. The three blologi- the laws refatlve to human heredity 
cal factors which are of Interest to .us are better known. Every Individual 
here are: heritage, environment, and ought to do what he can to fm'ther the 
function. Mendel's laws show that knowledge on human Inheritance." 
structural, functional, and psychologl- Next Sunday the lecture series will 
cal traits are hereditary. . be continued· with Rev. Joseph A. 
"Heritage Is what the Individual Is, Walsh, S. J., professor of_ a-reek at the 
Chess Club Tournament 
Presents Stirring Battles 
Boeh' s Napoleonic Defense Mrikes Maggini Hoist 
White Flag; Games Cl!Jsely Played. 
The French Defense contained too round was unfortunate for "Handsome 
much French for .Maggini. The tour- Bob" as it robbed him of first position. 
nament leader succumbed after a pro- · Muckerhelde tangled with Boeh In a 
lively scrap. The fight was on even 
tracted struggle of 61 moves. In the terms until near the close when one 
match between :eiieh and Maggini in of the onlookers told Muckerhelde 
the fourth round the leader adopted a where to move. He accepted the ad-
King's Pe.Wn opening and Boeh playing vice and immediately lost a knight. 
In his usual conservative style coun- This eventually proved his undoing, 
But the most thrilling of the en-
tered with a French Defense. ·After gagements was the one between An-
~ctt~i~1;'--
DISCUSSED 
BEFORE FROSH 
TUESDAY 
' Profe11or Chancellor Tella of 
Their Advantages In Orienta-
tion; Market Crash Analylled. 
By George E. Winter 
"cine million men In America are 
engaged In banking and brokerage and 
these fields are wide-open to the col-
lege student who has the proper 
amount and type of education" said 
William E. Chancellor, professor of 
economics at St. Xavier College, In an 
Orientation lecture Tuesday before 
members of the· freshman class of the 
college on the subject "Brokerage as a 
Livelihood". 
Mr. Chancellor has been allied with 
a .number of the leading banking and 
brokerage institutions of this country. 
He Is admitted as an authority In the 
field of economics and Is a frequent 
contributor to financial publications. 
The Market Crash 
Speaking relative to the stock de-
cline of October and November of 1929, 
Chancellor said: 
"Eve1· since-the famous Earl of Shef-
field case In England, 1898, It has been 
rather generally agreed wherever An-
glo-Saxon Jurisprudence and laws pre-
vail, that hypothecated securities are 
owned by the depositary, to be dealt 
with· as the depositary pleases. The 
remedy against the depositary Is not an 
action to recover the securities but an 
action to recover any losses suffered 
through any alienation of them by the 
depositary. 
"This Is one of the causes why dur-
ing the stock break several months ago 
so many Americans were much dlscon-· 
certed by their losses In the stock mar-
ket since In not a few Instances the 
brokers had sold margined stocks as 
their own subject only to the remedy 
of recovering their actual value on the 
dates sold. 
"In the operation of modern eco-
nomic life, brokers are as necessary In 
the distribution of products and .of 
property as are routine store salesmen; 
and since banking Is outranked by no 
other economic occupation and since 
brokerage is so closely associated with 
It, ·socially the field Is highly attrac-
tive." 
weathering a strong attack In the· ton and Vonder Haar. It was give and 
opening the latter finally forced his take for the first twenty moves or so. 
way. to a win In the end game. The Both were out for blood, and first, the 
suave, debonair Anton· was on top and . What Think You? 
then the cool, steady Vonder Haar. As A certain college editor claims that 
Amons recen' additions to the Ii· 
brary are De La Roche's "Jaine." and 
"Whiteoaks of Jaine.": Rolvaag's 
"Giants In the Earth"; Phillips Rus· 
sell, well-known· commentator, "Emer-
son, the·wtsest American"; Henry Wil· 
llamson's 11The Pathway", "BeO:utiful 
Years". 
the game drew towards Its end Anton brains and personality are essential to 
acqui1·ed an advantaile. It was ad- beauty.-Nomt,natlons tor exemption 
Journed at that stage but If Anton to the above generalization are in or-
plays carefully he should win sans der from college men who may have 
pelne. The game between Vonder Haar had "their . Ideals shattered" by that 
and Roemer was also adjourned In its deadly comblnii.tfon or. Intellect, "it" 
final stages with the former having a· and charm. 
two piece advantage but a very pre- ------
carious position. 
schedule and If Xavier can safely ne 
JANUARY 25TH Is THE DATE ·gatlate this first fence, prospects for a season without a defeat will be very 
--- bright. Detroit's negative team will 
The Little Theater will inaugurate debate In Cincinnati, March 11, In a 
Its 1930 program with the presentation return engagement. The debate this 
of three one-act plays on the night of week will be the only home debate in 
Saturday, January 25. True to Its pol- January and February, the return De 
Icy of student government, the Masque ' trait debate being the next appearance 
Society has . placed the managing and of the team In Cincinnati. March 
directing of these plays In the hands however will be a busy month. Closel:t 
of three members of the society. John following the debate on the eleventh 
Anton of the sophomore class is direct- will be a dual encounter with Loyola 
Ing Lord Dunsany's success, "A Night on the seventeenth and two engage 
In an Inn." Milton Tobin,' a senior, ments with St. Xavier, at Bourbonnais 
Is guiding the destiny of· "The Rob- Illlnols on the eighteenth and at Cln 
bery," a sketch wherein our confrer clnnatl on the nineteenth. The date 
"Hank" Vaughan is given ample op- for the annual dual debate with the 
portunlty to display his histrionic abll· University of Cincinnati has not been 
lty, Mr. ·Vaughan wants It understood definitely selected, as yet. 
that he has nothing to do with the 
robbery since he Is of the opinion that 
a senior's best friend Is his reputation. SODALITY CONFERENCE 
Edmund Darr Doyle1 also of the senior At Mt. st. Jo;;;;-;;nday Mornln&': 
class <and other classes, too, for that 
matter> is pulling the strings In "The Junior and Senior Sodalltles Invited. 
Rising. of 1 the . Moon," · a contribution On Sunday morning, January 19, 
of Lady Gregory; This ·1atter··play was there will be· a Joint conference of all 
presenreii'"8oine years~ago ·at"ttte·col- high schoohnd·coUege sodalltles Jn.the 
lege and was well received. Greater Cincinnati area: at Mount St. 
Joseph College, Delhi. Rev. Edward J. 
Director Defines Terms Morgan, s. J., moderator of the Senior 
Mr. Doyle wants It understood that Sodallty at St. Xavier <'allege Is in 
"The Rlslng1 of the Moon" has no bear- charge of the meeting which will con-
ing whatsoever on the advent and sub- vene with Mass and Holy Communion 
sequent ftourishlng of the bootleg In- at 9:00 A. M. The Central commlttop.s 
dustry in the United States. There of both the Senior and Junior Sodal-
have been vague but nevertheless well- ltles of the college have been Invited 
founded rumors to the effect that fa· to attend. Any other sodallsts who 
mlllar containers were found lying wish to attend the conference can 
about 'after one of the rehearsals, make the necessary arrangements by 
<Wrong again, children! We were re- getting In touch with one of the offi-
ferrlng to Lilly Cups). Ha I Ha I Smartle, cers of the sodallty, 
Musketeers Garner 
Two ,Court Games 
During H9lidays 
LEDGERS CLEAN 
Kentucky. Teams Beaten 
Georgetown and Wesleyan Dis-
posed to Show Fight But 
Xavier Triumphs. 
exciting fray since the U. c. game of 
several years ago. 
It was either team's contest up t<i 
the final seconds of play, when the 
Musketeers by a desperate spurt man-
aged to work the sphere down the 
court to score a field goal and break 
the existing tie. St. Xavier "froze" 
the ball for the few remaining seconds 
nnd walked off the ftoor, the conquer-
ors by a score of 20-18. The uncanny 
basket tossing of "Guilny" Sack. and 
the defensive work of Daugherty and 
Wilhelm were outstanding. 
Line-up:! 
St. Xavier- Pis. Georgetown-Pis. 
Sack, f ................ 141 Garth, f ............ O 
Tepe, f ................ 41 Cawthorne, f .... 2 
SACK AND BECKWITH STAR Beckwith, f ...... 111 Offutt, f .............. 13 
Tracy, c .............. 61 Prable, f .............. o 
Bartlett, c .......... OI Clelland, c .......... 2 
By John J, Nolan Wilhelm, g ........ 01 Rogers, c .............. o 
The Musketeer hoopsters added two Obertlng, g ........ OI Lancaster, g ........ 1 
more victims to their growing list by Daugherty, g .... OI Meyer, g .............. 2 
handing defeats to the quintets of Stout, g .............. 01 
I
GeorgetTohw n, Ky., tal nd Kentucky3 W5e2sO- Total ..... : .. 35 Total ............ 20 
eyan. e respec ve scores were - __ _ 
and 20-18. These two encounters were st. Xe.vier- Pts. Ky. We•leyan-Pts. 
unfolded at the fieldhouse before the I sack, f ................ 91 Wilson,; t .............. 2 
Christmas holidays. Beckwith, f ........ 11 Gallagher, f ........ e 
The Georgetown game was a listless Tracy, c .............. 41 McCray, c .......... o 
affair and merely a romp for our bas- Daugherty, g .... 41 Kertis, g .............. 1 
keteers. The Kentuckians were com- Wilhelm, g ........ OI Talbert, g .......... 3 
pletely ·outclassed by St. xavter In Stout, g .............. 21 Booe.rd, c ............ 0 
every department of play and at no Bartlett, c ........ 01. Rose, f .................. 0 
time was the result of the game In _ Latcher, g ............ ~ 
doubt. Total .......... 20 Total ............ 18 
The Musketeers scored a few seconds 
after the opening whistle when Bob 
sack looped one from the 17-foot zone. 
The sophomore forward immediately 
followed with another and then added 
four more points to account for Xa-
vier's first eight points. The Blue and 
White held this lead throughout and 
added to it as they dropped Jn field 
goals fl'Orn all angles of the court. The 
offensive work of Sack and Beckwith 
and the pivot play of "Windy" Tracy 
featured. 
Wesleyan Peps Tbln1s Up 
JOHNNY ON THE SPOT! 
Dante Lecturers to Serve as Ushers for 
Alumni Prorram This Year. 
It Is planned to hold the annual 
Booklover's Card Party and Dance af· 
ter the Lenten season. The affair Is 
held yearly to provide funds for the 
library. 
The above games were the most Im-
portant played so far and arouse~ a 
good deal of Interest which manifest-
ed Itself by the reception of new 'names 
for entrance In the Club and Contest. 
Innocence Abroad 
A sweet young lady we know asked 
us If the course In Current History In· 
eluded the electrical experiments of 
Tom Edison. .. 
The Wesleyan game was a much 
better contest and had the spectators 
on edge from start to finish. The play 
on both sides was spectacular and fren-
zied. Without a doubf It was the most 
Father George Kister, S.J., Dean of 
the Normal School, who Is In charge of 
the Alumni Lecture Program for the 
season of 1930, has made arrangements 
to have the members of the Dante 
Club act as ushers at the lectures. Gale 
F. Grogan, president of the club, In-
tends to arrange the roster Into groups 
so that no member will be called upon 
to usher more than twice during the 
season. In the event that any 1111•-
trated lecture Is presented the D~nte 
Club will arrange for the operation of 
the stereQPtlcon machine. 
· .. -_ 
-·~, 
.. , 
r·,. ,, 
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PACE1WO THE XAV~RIAN NEWS 
. T h e ' x a v e r i a n 'N e w •. open-forums (such as th~ Seniors hold on the Ubrary steps) are un· 1 
happily left to the .imagination of the orchestra pit. 
Pabllshed E•etT WtlllaelldaJ Darlnr ~ CoUep Year But the real harm is done to the boys and girls of that imagin· 
ative high school age, Recently we happened to overhear the 
reaction of two young ladies of "the Gullible Age" to a fypical col· Subacrip~on $1.50 • Yeu--Sin1le ·CopiM .OSc lege picture. Omitting the detai¥o of the conversation we can only 
Oftice, Union Houae ~ Canal 4040 say, "May the Lord have m,_rcy on the reputation of the college 
Entered aa third class matter at the Po&tomce at CIDclnnatl, Oblo, 
. under Permit-No. 12'15. 
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where.~he two_of y~u,mi>.triculate." · · 
· Of course we canno.t expect scenario writers to introduce class 
room scenes irito the story. Neither can we expec;t to hear a sound 
picture of some debating team expounding_ the virtue of the Jury 
System, or, to borrow a local. figure, our own Dante Club disporting 
its ware ·before·some interested ,group! We do think that our 
Philope.dian Society would score a. ten-strike if. some of the meetings 
were to be recorded on the sound apparatus. At any rate a film 
develop~ along such lines would at least be ethical and wholesome .. 
When movie directors take 'it upon themselves to produce. a film 
showing the football hero being thrown for a fifty yard loss and then 
trampled by the ugliest tack)~ on the opposition; when the man who 
wins the prettiest co-ed is depicted as having a countenance rivalling 
(if not surpassing) the gargoyles on Notre Dame's ·buttresses; 
when the ethics professor ruins the basketball team by suspending 
the court stars because they failed to complete a term paper: when 
the clean-up man on the baseball team strikes out with three men 
on and the score tied in the ninth and loses his fair lady to the win· 
ner of ·the oratorical· contest in consequence--then we'll stand up 
and give three rousing cheers for Hollywood I 
The Dante Club-
. In point ;,f activity and genuine service to St. Xavier during 
this schol'astic 'year it would be difficult to find a campus organiza· 
tion that surpasses the Dante Club. While not minimizing the 
value of the debating squad and athletic teams, we feel that the ex· 
ample held on high by the lecture group should serve to spur on the 
members of other college activities to accomplishments of. a like 
kind. The succeBB of .any campus body .depends primarily on the 
sacrifices that the membC".:ts are willing to make and, in this one note• 
worthy particular, the Dante Club members have taken it upon them· 
selves to show others the way. Lectures have ·been given before 
numerous academies and colleges in the city ·and the engagements 
filled away from home have carried the scholastic reputation of St. 
Xavier to three states. During the holidays the officers of the club 
were busy contracting engagements that will fill the ensuing months 
of the school year. The total ulf-disinterestedness and spirit of 
sacrifice demonstrated in the activity of the Dante Cll.ab is alone 
worthy of especial commendation, but the interest and appreciation 
manifested by the audiences. before which the lecturers have ap· 
peared prophesy that the name of -the club and its enviable reputa· 
tion are bound to become'tradition at St. Xavier. We congratulate 
the members of the Dante Club for the part they have taken in the 
advancement of culture and we express. the hope that their suc-
cessors in future years will profit by their example. 
--~--~---~--_,_.-~~-~~ ;;,,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~===============ii·j JOURNALISM 
In Full Swing- D ' Willett, T. Smyth, L 
h h • ean S Winter, G. ' Uchtman, M. We note with gratification the announcement t at t e intra- Daugherty, A. 
mural leagues are about to open. For some .time past there has LATIN 
been an undercurrent of grumbling prevalent on the campus, pro· Le: tter 
testing against the exclusive use of the athletic plant by members of Dewan, J. 
the representative athletic ·teams of the c?llege .• _ R~ason again Ginocchio, J, 
Schmidt, A. 
_Anton, J. 
failed to function when these malcontents aired their grievances for Knab, . J · 
anyone might have realized that no worthwhile progress could have By Bev. Daniel M. O'CoaneU. s. J, Reitz, R .. 
Boeh, L. 
Breitfelder, W. 
Cook, J. been made during the hectic rush of the football season. Now Quill, L. 
that the doors of the gym are thrown open we look forward to S.chmidt, W. J. Hogan, C. 
Menkhaus, B. 
Muckerheide, A. 
Vonderhaar, . A. 
Worst, A. 
seeing the perennial carping critics take full advantage of the oppor· Congratulations to the follo:w- Winstel, J'. 
tunity offered. The athletic -department has extended a cordial ing "A" students in major studies: Anton, J. 
invitation to all the students to consider the field house and its They have averaged 9 3 % or bet• Hilbert, P. 
equipment·as part and parcel of the education offered at St. Xavier. ter in the branch mentioned and Menkhaue, P. 
The judicious development of mind and body will undoubtedly not below 80 % ·in other studies. Heister, H. 
make for a healthier spirit among the students. BIOLOGY MATHEMATICS 
Simultaneous with this bit of good news comes the additional Brown, C. 'Knab, J. 
glad tidings that the bowling alleys in the basement of the Union Homan, R. Reed, E. 
House have been re-conditioned and are ready for use. 1 The Little. CHEMISTRY 
Theatre 'movement has again sprung into enlivened activity with' . . 
the presentation of three one act plays during the last week in this Brown, C. Scully, S. A. 
month. The success of ·the dance to be given in the Union House Hamilto1>, J.. Wulftange, J. 
on Saturday night will determine if such week-end activities can be; Knab, J · Groom, G. 
come an institution on the campus. In this, as in other projects, Reitz, R. Heiiielman, E. 
success and continued enjoyment of wholesome recreation depend Sheehan, D. Mersch, E. 
on the student body. It is up to the Musketeer spirit to decide the Weber, M. Steins, 0. 
rise or fall of the effort being made in behalf of the students to make Eilerman, G. Geiser, E. 
the college a little more than a place to study. At no other time in Krue, L. Huesing, W. 
the history of the school have such varied and profitable opportuni- ECONOMICS 
ties been afforded. The students must show their appreciation. Clines, H. Daumeyer, J. B. 
Willett, A. T. Meiners, H. 
Winter, G. E. Vorwoldt, E. 
ENGLISH "So This Is College"-
Lately an avalanche of talking pictures depicting college life Dewan, J. Cox, M. 
descended uRo~. this and every o~.h~~ city. We sat ~h~!"~?h "T~.e Ginocchio, L. 
Quarterback , The Sophomore, Words and Music, Salute , Knab, J. 
Hilbert, P. 
Murphey, G. 
Smyth, L. 
Fipp,-8. 
"College Love", "Forward ·Pass'', and "So This Is College". Schmidt, W. 
Almost every one of these films helped to pass away several study Winstel, J, 
periods that were hanging heavily on our hands so we cannot hold Kenney, W. Mayer, A. 
Muckerheide, A. a brief against Hollywood in that particular. However, entertain- Brown, C. 
ing as these views of college life might be, yet the picture painted is Hamilton, J. 
a false one. Practically the same crime is being committed in O'Hare, M. 
Europe at present. In Germany especially, where ·the cost of film· Reed, J. E. 
ing a movie runs into astounding figures, the American producers Sheehan, D. 
have taken advantage of ·the situation and have foisted upon the ·Weber, M. 
theatrical audiences the "slap-bang and crash 'em" Western picture Anton, J. 
that was popular in the United States when kerosene lamps were used Fischer, Q. 
to light up the parlor. One could hardly blame an immigrant to Hilbert, P. 
our shores if he feared· to venture up Broadway lest a rope be Krue, L. 
·Steins, 0. 
Vonderhaar, E. 
Willett, T. 
Boeh, L. 
Cook, J. 
Hogan, C. 
Shea, J. 
Staley, G. 
Tepe, E. 
swung about his neck and a brand, put upon his heels. Menkhaus, B. Terhar, Rev. F. 
Wise,·W. The president of Notre Dame University recently said that the Daugherty, A. 
Carnegie Foundation Fund would have realized much more profit Anton, .J, 
had it taken upon itself to investigate the present day college moving Buller, E. 
Worst, A. 
..~~'.':: 
picture instead of college athletics. There is more real harm done EPISTEMOLOGY 
to the cause of education in this country by the distorted view of 
college life flashed on the silver screen than by the so-called uni-
versal subsidizing of athletes. Considering these films in point of 
didactic value one must admit that the average layman's impres-
sion of college is an athljetic club passing itself off on the younger 
generation under an attractive pseudonym. Not a few of those 
who never ventured 'irieide a college, save on inspection day, are of 
the firm conviction that the college man's life is one, grand, hilarious 
round of staggering beverage, beautiful co-eds and championship 
football teams. The skull-drudgery of classes, the ordeal of sem• 
ester examinations and the participation in debates, lectures and 
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·Queen City 
ldyls, 
By F, 'Gale Grogan 
A certain small gentleman bearing 
the numeral 1930 was welcomed to the 
fair metropolis of Cincinnati, on the 
morning of Jan. 1, by an unprecedented 
display· of old fashioned Whoopee. 
Pussyfoot Johnson, had he been priv-
lledeg to attend several of the decided-
ly clamp receptions held for the dJs-
tlugulshed young gentleman, at our 
very respectable hostelries, would have 
conceived skeptical Ideas of his noble 
expc1·lment. 
Cincinnati's two leading hotels, the 
Gibson and the Sinton were the vic-
tims of mock ·revenue raids at the 
height of the revelry. At the Sinton 
each of the three rooms, In wl}lch tired 
business men were trylng to finish the 
Job of exhaustion, were raided simul-
taneously by the hard-hearted hired 
men. If a camera man had been there 
to register the lackadaisical manner-
isms of the supporters of the eighteenth 
amendment, he could have made an 
admirable slow motion picture, repre-
senting a circumstance similar to a 
small boy trying to find the castor oil 
bottle. On every table large, attrac-
tively-labeled containers of concen-
trated headache, were to be seen by 
any one capable of i·eadlng Mr. Mosby's 
sign from the bus terminal; yet the 
clever and eagle-eyed officers 'were un-
able to catch the slightest glimpse of 
anything even remotely connected with 
alcohol. After a careful scrutiny of the 
entire ball room-even to the unoffen-
sive members of the orchestra, they 
departed and for the rest of the eve-
ning were conspicuous by their absence . 
Surviving the rigorous searching ep-
isode the revelers who were not lncap· 
able of self locoinotlon, ·again began to 
gyrate and oscllate to the weird strains 
of negroid foot-warmers. .strange to 
say the larger part of. the gentle as-
sembly Was composed Of those dear old 
folks who, during the remaining 364. 
days, will bemoan the fate of the loose-
living younger generation. It seems 
that Mama and Papa are becoming a 
little Jealous of the freedom that ·their 
children have taken· to themselves, and 
have started out to show the young 
bloods, that when age starts ·to make 
merry the Job of ·construction le done 
exceedingly well. 
WILL BRING OUR SALESMAN 
GIBSON & PERIN STATIONERS AND PRINTERS 
PHONE MAIN 2210 121 W. FOURTH 
Fipp, B. 
Read, F. 
Vonderhaar, 
Geiser, E. 
Groom, G. 
Johnson, G. 
E. Muckerheide, 
Vaughan, F. 
A. 'All In all, young Mr. 1030 should be 
well pleased with the warm reception 
he. received In the Queen City, and If 
•he ts not he may retaliate by giving us 
the. usual 365 days -of hard luck, bad 
weather and Indigestion made familiar 
· HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY 
Boeh, -L- Steins, 0. 
Hoga~·- c; Tobin, M. by his many ; predecessors. ' 
A Soph's 
Fables 
. By. 
ADRIANA.DAUGHERTY 
Cough-Kaugh! 
"You're losing ·your grip," sayeth the 
wtee · man when hls son dropped his 
valise. · 
Perhaps It doesn't matter to the 
most of you but I wish that girls what 
wear galoshes would use the fasteners 
provided thereon. Modern · Ellzas 
crossing the Ohio would find them a 
wonderful help by tucking the dips of 
the new frocks In same. And then 
they wouldn't !lop In the breeze. Or 
feed the bloodhounds. 
Biting the Hand That Feeds Him 
"Keep your funny side up," sings· the 
editor In his peculiar rasping, unmu-
sical, and stentorian voice. His voice 
has other qualities too, but they are 
too humorous to mention, so you will 
pardon me for not enumerating them. 
As you may have noticed In the last 
Issue of the "News" them what· dance 
must pay the piper. In this case, the 
piper of panning. "In recrimination 
may It be said . that the worst Insult 
that I can think of Is to spell some 
person's name with only small letters. 
Thus: robert lotto, editor-In-cheek. 
Too, some JournaltstS think that a 
cut ts akin to a sneer. 
Consideration For ·Readers 
The which reminds me that some of 
you readers probably have often won-
dered and . questioned yourselves why 
my picture does not appear at. the top 
of the column. Well, now It's thlssa 
way: 
My halo shining toward the lens pre-
vents me from photographing well and 
It would be an Injustice to my public 
to have a bum likeness of me staring 
at them when they pick up the paper. 
Or a good one either, sez who? 
Incidentally, It was originally Win-
ter's Idea to have such an adornment 
for the column. The failure to realize 
that desire Is the true reason for his 
resigning. Now his only solace Is his 
~ry that he ls College Humor's repre-
sentative hereupon earth. Is this 
mouth's In yet, George Easy? 
One for the Books 
Have you heard the recent . rumor 
that Alice Terry. Is to write editorials 
for "Life," the magazine? 
Aha, sweet Miss Tel'ry, of 11Life," at 
last I've yound youse I 
Yes, thankee, I had a tolerably fine 
Christmas. My only complaint ls that 
·1 was requested not to drink heavily on 
Christmas day. This was rendered the 
harder on account of the fact that •way 
Jong ago when I was very young and 
toothless I learned to play with the 
bottle and .habits ar.e hard to break! 
Herb Munn sez: "If Haas goes out 
for boiclng he'.d better try· the light- other son rages against the cruel In· 
weight class-he'll be easy to carry justice with bitter blasphemy: 
out!" ·' 
Paragraph two Is also applicable tb 
Haas Chomologously>, since he Is the 
modern Puss Boots. 
· · Returning to the theme of Chrtstmas 
perhaps It would not be amiss to men-
tion that even Midnight Mass wasn't 
novel after having to attend near-
mldnlght Mass In the dorm for the 
first part of the year. At least It Isn't 
much after the beglnnfug of a new day 
that the rising bell sounds, and sounds 
and sounds. 
There ought to be a Triangle Club 
at St. X. as well as at Princeton. For 
a charter member I would suggest Mike 
Lafferty who has lately seen service as 
one of the corners which go to make 
up a so-called eternal triangle, 
And He's Not A Balm! 
Joe McGulnness, Business Manager 
of the "News" (for propf write to the 
author) was seen to enter one of the 
recent basketball games at the half. 
It Is certain that he did not enter be-
fore the half. It Is also certain that 
he was on the premises before the 
game was under way. 
Add all that together and It doesn't 
worry me much, conslderalng that Joe 
was on the gate for the Pow-Wow. 
Where's your school.spirit, J. J.? 
... -------~~..-·~ 
J'n'nh 
1Jl'nr 
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"The Black Christ" And 
Othel'. Poems 
By Countee Cullen 
"Call on Him now", I mocked, 0 and 
try 
Your faith against Hts deed, while I 
With Interest equally as sane, 
Searching a motive for this pain; 
Will hold a little stone 'on high 
And seek of It the reason why. 
Which, stone or God will first reply?" 
But suddenly, he who was dead comes 
back: 
"The days are mellow for' us now; , 
We _reap full fields; the heavy bow 
Bends to us In another land; , 
The ripe fruit falls Into our hand".' 
. ,. 
About this entire poem there Is an 
emotional note seldom sounded before. 
Bitterness, despair and unadulterated 
Joy stalk one another through Its 
lines. Mr. Cullen has summed up all 
the pathos of his race In thts one poem. 
Work Shows Development 
This volume dteplays vast technical 
Improvement over the author's earlier 
work and also a greater refinement of 
feeling. The leisure oi' a Guggenhelln 
Fellowship seems to be aiding In his 
development. His work ls more careful 
and more flntehed. "A Wish", "The 
Street Called Crooked", "Song In Spite 
Of Myself", and . "Black Majesty" are 
particularly appealing among the short-
er poems. 
It ls rather significant of Mr. Cul-
len's development that the section of 
the work entitled, "Color," contains 
only four poems and one of these ts 
"The Black Christ." He has divorced 
himself from the slavish adherence to 
racial topics that has so severely, lim-
ited most poets of his color. For th!s 
departure he has evidently been crlt· 
lclzed, since In "To Certain Critics" he 
defends himself thus: 
"With blind sheep groping every hlll, 
Searching an orlflamme 
How shall the shepherd heart then 
thrlll 
To only the darker lamb?" 
The volume Is most attractively 
bound by Harper and Brothers, In pale 
blue boards with mottled gold labels. 
By John H. Cook, '30. 
; Countee Cullen is certainly among •• .. ·----------------• 
the best of contemporary American 1 lyricists. Hts admirers claim that he Is WHITSON & SMITH 
the best. In my opinion, he and Edna 
St. Vincent Millay are equally deserving -BARBERS-
of premlnence In this field of literature ·-97-6 E.-McM-Wan Street and, of the two, the young negro holds 
a greater appeal for me. As a matter 
of fact he aod James Stephens are my """'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'""""" 
favorites among the moderns and, be- --------------
nighted as I may seem, I prefer elthe1· 
of them w any other poet, 
"The Black Christ" has added much 
to a rapidly Increasing prestige, Since 
the publication of "Color", Mr. Cullen's 
following has vastly Increased and on 
the merits of hts latest work It should 
Meaaman-Wenatrup 
ReaJy.To·ll'ear ·•r- /llade·To·Order 
CLOTHING 
611-613 MAIN ST. 
gain by leaps and bounds. The title '-'-------------J 
poem Is the moot ambitious work that 
the young negro has yet produ~ed. It 
Is a narrative poem, some forty pages 
long, dealing with a profound religious 
experience. A proud young negro Is 
torn from his mother's bosom and 
lynched upon a neighboring tree for 
the sin of another. The mother falls 
to her knees and calls out to God, The 
~~-~~~~~ 
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ff,B,c, HETWOAlt 
GENERAL 
ELECTRIC 
• OINBaAt ILBCTRIC 
''Ac~clcmtion, rather than structural changes, is the key 
to an UO.dcrstanding of our recent economic develop-
mcnrs."-From the report of President Hoover's 
Committee on Recent Economic Changes 
YESTERDAY, the ru~ble, creak, and plod of cart and 
oxen. To-day and to-morrow the zoom of airplanes. Faster 
production. Faster consiimption. Faster communication. 
Significant of electricity's part in the modern speeding-up 
process is the fact that during the last seven years, con· 
swnption of electric power increased three and one·half 
times as fast as population. 
General Electric and its subsidiaries have developed and 
built much of the larger apparatus that generates this power 
as well as the apparatuS which utilizes it in industry and in 
the home. 
The college-trained men who come every year to _General 
Electric take a responsible part in the planning, production, 
and distribution of electric products, and at the same time 
receive further technical or business training. 
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--"Socko" Weltlie proved· to be Roger 
Bacon's shining star making ten polnte 
to lead both teams -In scoring. 'Welthe. 
seemed oll form In the first half when 
he missed more than a half . a dozen 
· free throws. But.he made two 'ba&kete 
toward the last of the game and placed. 
his team In the big• lead they ended 
X LOSES TOUGH.GAME TO 
ROGER BACON 
AFTER LEADING MO~T OF WAY 
GIVE SPAR.TANS. GOOD RUN 
GREAT DEFENSiVE PLAYING . 
. By Bob Koch 
That St. Xavler,blue•Jacketed basket-
ball team that were to be such a weak 
team this season proved last Friday 
evening that they wlll give the Cathollc 
High teams a good rim In an attempt 
to retain the . championship, . was evi-
dent· when they Jost to Roger Bacon 
18-10 after leading the majority of the 
game. 
Roger Bacon was' picked to win by 
a large margin but when the figures 
on the score board were 8-6 In favor 
of Xavier at the first half, the Spartan 
followers were assured they would not 
. win easily. It was :Xavier's Jack of 
accuracy In the second half when they 
werii . able to break through for only 
one field · goal although they had a 
number of shots from all angles, that 
caused defeat. 
Don Dixon, who was switched to 
forward, tallied the first points for 
Xavier when, after faking a shot, he 
dribbled past his man and made a 
bunny shot. Two fouls by Hussey In 
the first quarter gave Xavier 4 points 
while X, staging a wonderful defensive 
· game.-held Bacon. to two points which 
were made by Welthe. · 
The cause of Bacon's low scoring In 
with. · · 
The game was not on Ice for the St.-
Bernard· boys until nearly the last few 
minutes when tallies by Humbert and 
Welthe, the latter's coming f~om· mld-
ftoor, practically placed the 'game In 
the bag. . 
The defensive playing stood out as 
the biggest thing for both sides. Xavier 
was the master of this form of play 
In the first half holding the Baconlans 
to two field goals. But on the other 
hand It wa8 Roger Bacon's great de-
fense 
0 
In the second ,half that helped 
the Xaverlans to gain only one field 
goal. 
St Xavier- F.G. F.T. T.P. 
Dixon, f, ........ ;..................... ·1 O ·- 2 
Schmidt, f, .................. .-....... 1 2 4 
Hussey, . c, ............................ o -2 2 
Kehoe, c, ...... :....................... 1 O 2 
Condo, g, .............................. O O O 
Flanagan, g, ....... "............... O O 0 
!!chnelder, g, ..... :................ O o O 
Totals .................. :....... -3 4 10 
Rorer Bacon- . F.G. F.T. T.P. 
Wlethe, f, ............................ 4 2 · 10 
Werner, f, ............................ O O .. 0 
Mattspeck, f, ·...................... O o O 
Humbert, c, ........................ 2 . o 4 
Ruberg, g, ................ ~........... o·· 0 0 . 
Wortman, g, ........................ 2 .0 4 
Totals .......................... 8 2 18 
the opening half was their lnemciency LITERARY SEMINAR. NOTES 
In sinking their shote from the charity 
line. They missed 11 free throws In 
the first half which Is enough to bring Rev. T. J. · Lyman, S.J., Speaker at 
down the score of any team. . Last 'Meetlns, 
Tom Sclurildt· made It possible for X· The program for the St. X. High 
to lead at 'the half when with about a Literary Seminar, set down previously 
minute to play he dribbled In, made in these columns, has been carried out. 
his shot and received two shote for In accordance with Its plan a special 
being fouled.· He made them both. ~~e~':;';.:i:'r·0~. hand for the meeting 
It Is Impossible to compare the team At this· meeting the members were 
that represented Xavier against Roger addressed by Rev." T. J. Lyman, ·s.J. 
·· Bacon and the team that played at He told how the great variety of amuse· 
Hamilton when Xavier lost to Hamilton ments today was leading the people 
. catholic; The boys Improved 100 per away from the pursuit of literature. 
cent over their last week's perform- Reading has almost become a lost art 
ance, thanks to our coach, and should In modern times, pushed· out by other 
less worthy amusements. He said this 
they continue to Improve In that pro- Is a serious evil and that.much Is being 
portion Xavier Is In for another good Jost through a lack of reading. Father 
season. Lyman also read a story entitled .,,A 
Hussey, Xavier center was put <>Ut on Big Town Christmas." A young man 
personals In the first half but played· from a small Wisconsin town spends 
an exceedingly good game while he Christmas In New York hoping that 
was In the contest. Kehoe substituted It will be. different from that celebrated 
for him and -he also looked good at In his home town. He Is disappointed for 
the pivot position making the only. the life In that big city Is the same as 
on other days. Only In St. Patrick's 
two points that were made by X In cathedral does he see any sign of the 
tho second half. Tom Schmidt led the great feast. For no gifts, decorations 
Blue-Jackets, making four points. He and· feasting, make up Christmas, but 
also. played heads-up ball throughout. the. coming of Christ Into our hearts. 
ANNOUNCING 
A COMPLETE UNE 
OF 
SPORTING EQUIPMENT 
On Sale At 
SMALLER-TEAMS BREAK EVEN' who do not survtve. Either by means 
of conditional exams_ or, other'!lse, .il,1-
most everyone seems to get by. Still 
as Is mentioned above, "getting by" 
Moral Force ~ 
As' Mldseh Win Easily 
By . Paul Barrett should not be .the highest ambition of 
· a student. Better yet, Is to get by with 
President Hoover. In his message to 
Congress seems to. have waxed elo-
quent a little ' prematurely over the 
Kellogg-Briand pact when he term-
ed It the Instrument through which 
"a grea~ moral standard has been· 
raised In the· world.'' But then, the 
Kellogg-Briand pact has always been 
too -highly praised for the purely vis-
ionary and Impractical thing that In 
Mr. Wlatrack's st. x. HI Midgets had creditable ·grades. · · 
llttie dUDcuJty detea~lng the Junior ",, 
all-stars 22-12 last "Frl_day ·aftern~n. RETR"'AT. COMES. 
The. Junior team, eomposed'. o~. all- Cl _ 
stars put up a bold front 1n the first Immediately following the mid-year 
half when they came out leading· 7-6. exams, on the last· three days of Jan-
over their opponents. But the Midgets uary, a retreat will be held. Sp_eclal 
Ith.. f t·breaklng ollense arid an al- prayers ·Will be said at dally Mass by w a as ' . . way . of preparation for this retreat. 
most Impregnable defense put the game This retreat Is an -atinual · event In all 
In the bag easllf. Wlndgerter with Jesuit schools and Is considered of 
nine· points and Reiner with eight bor_e greatest Importance In the spiritual 
the brunt of the Midgets ollense while welfare of the students. 
reality It. Is. · 
Russia and China, two of· the sig-
natories to the treaty, have for sever-
al months been having difficulties ov-
er the Manchurian railway, and the 
quarrel seems to have entered now 
on the stage of war. The Kellogg 
treaty, .of course, was to have been 
Thornton with six points showed best 
for the all-stars. 
Tlie Midgets have not got their en-
tire schedule made out as yet and any 
strong quintet that would like to book 
games with this team should. see Mr. 
Wiatrak, coach. · 
Minims Beaten 
The Minims of St. X. were far In-
ferior to the flashy and smart Roger 
Bacon Freshmen, who defeated them 
by the large margin of 28-3, In a pre-
llm before the game last Friday night. 
Bacon was never threatened by tlie 
small X team after taking the lead In 
the opening minutes. Dornls of Roger 
Bacon was . by far the outstanding 
player. Geers also looked good for 
Bacon. Burke, Green and Nelnaber 
fought hard throughout the game but 
their strong ellorts were fruitless. 
Line-ups: 
Mldrets- F.G. F.T. T.P. 
Vlta.ll' ..................................... 1 0 2 
Wlntgerter .......................... 4 1 9 
Reiner .................................. 4 0 8 
Roach .................................... 0 0 0 
Davison ................................ o o o 
Barrett .................................. I I 3 
Totals ......... .-................ 10 2 22 
Juniors F.G F.T. T.P. 
Brueneman ............ .-........... O O O · 
Thornton ............................ 2 2 6 
O'Meara .............................. 1 o 2 
Bronner ................................ 2 O· 4 
Holg .................... • .................. 0 0 0 
Totals .......................... 5 2 12 
Minims- F.G. F.T. T.P. 
Nienaber .............................. 1 0 2 
Schutten .......................... ,... o o O 
Burke .................................... ·O 0 0 
Ureen .................................... ·o 1 -1 
O'Hara ................................. . 0 0 0 
Steulter ............................... . 0 0 0 
Kleve ... : ............................... . 0 0 0 
Totals .......................... 1 1 3 
Roger Bacon- F,G F.T. T.P. 
Tankml\n ............................ 2 1 5 
Hletkemper ........................ 3 o 6 
Geers .................................... :? 1 7 
Dornls .................................. 5 O 10 
Davis .................................... O o 0 
Totals .......................... 13 2 28 
MID·Y_E_AR _EXAMS 
Ready to- Monopoli•• the Spotlight 
· Aratn. 
By John Brink 
Nothing Important 
There . was an Inter.Sting. featured a great moral force that would ren-
artlcle published In one or the city's der such a state of affairs as this 
newspapers last week." The .writer _re- preposterous. How well It can do so 
lated an Interview with a perfume ls. now being seen. The present state 
manufacturer, who was formerly a of affairs seems rather to have placed 
Georgian prince, In the vecy vorbose the shoe on the other foot, Inasmuch 
style that usually characterizes Inter- as It has undoubtedly made the Kel-
vlews with royalty and motion-picture logg-Brland pact ridiculous. 
people. The Slavic nobleinan was de- Now, adding Insult to Injury, Russia, 
scribed- as "an Intensely Interesting who with the other countries bound 
business man with a broad knowledge herself to outlaw war and seek ever 
of world conditions, a fluent speaker the peaceful method of settling her 
and an eager listener." He· may have disputes with her sister nations has 
Impressed the reporter In such a man- In unmistakable terms refused to heed 
ner, but the words of the prince as any of tile admonitions regarding her 
they were reported reveal a man In-
consistent and flattering, , as are the conduct against China. These reprl-
maJorlty o(purveyors of-feminine lux- mands were made by disinterested par-
urles and ·fashions. ties who Incidentally are parties to 
This princely perfume manufacturer the Kellogg treaty. The more strained 
In the course of his talk with the re- become: the· relations of the world 
porter declared that the opinion cur- with Russia, the more ridiculous be-
rent In Europe to the ellect that Amer- comes the Kellogg-Briand pact. For 
leans "think only of the dollar" Is a not only has Russia refused to feel 
false one; but then, In speaking of the effects of the treaty's "moral 
American men, he himself declared force," but certain o, the other slgna-
thiit "they use all their time making tortes have proved unwilling even to 
money so women can spend It." ·xt is cooperate In exerting the said "moral 
true that the people of this country are force against Russian aggression In 
oftlmes gifted In many ways, but -they Manchuria. Which goes to demon-
cannot both be and not be seekers of strate how close we have approached 
the almighty dollar.· The prince In to that ldylllc state of permanent 
discoursing further praised Americana world peace,-a state that will be un-
because they "live for tomorrow"; attainable as long as It Is dependent 
whereas the Europeans live In the past ·an words and "moral force." 
-a _trait that the prince allected to 
hold In disapproval; and then, he -grew 
enthusiastic over the fact that when 
Americans make a· dollar they spend 
It, or when a man In this country dies, 
the heirs proceed to auction oll all the 
ellects of the deceased. Now It ls meta-
physically Impossible to take these two 
statements and reconcile them. The 
fact Is that a logical conclusion, from 
the statement of the prince In regard 
to the American habit of spending ev-
ery cent that· they possess, would char-
acterize Americans as living only In 
the present. The old practice of sav-
ing a little something In the prospect 
of a "rainy day'', has always been ac~ 
cepted as the mark of those who think 
ahead. Yet, this old custom may be 
wrong, and perhaps, as the prince said, 
we may think ahead by spending ev-
erything we have In the present. For 
of course, words falling from the mouth 
of an aristocratic perfume maker are 
words of wlsd~, the words of a man 
of "energy, acumen and· enterprise" 
and as such they are to be garnered 
by reporters and given to readers with 
a glowing, eulogistic account of their 
author. 
Oceanic Air Stations 
Europe Is said to be worried by 
American plans for a string of sea-
dt•o_mes across the Atlantic, as landing 
stations for airships. - It was all right 
as long as our engineers merely talked 
about It, but tile actual beginning of 
construction on a station, to be an-
chored midway between New York and 
Bermuda, has awakened the Old world. 
Some French statesmen want their 
delegates to the London disarmament 
congress to demand limitation of such 
works the same as cruisers or sub-
marines. 
It 'is evident that oceanic stations for 
aircraft would be useful for military 
purposes. There are other possible 
. - -SHEVLIN';-·1 
"IP 1T SWDIS, I BAVB l'l"' 
27 Eut Satb Street · 
... .............. ~~-14-U~~o 
complications. Such a place Is vlr- O••• w w ---~~ 
tually. a floating Island, and this be-G · · · 
comes of· International concern. It Is THOS. M. GEOGHEGAN 
permissible for any nation to build an INStlRANOll: -
Island of Its own anywhere It likes on ASUAL.T1!'-BOND8 
the .high seas, which are International National Bank Bldl'· I 
property? And when built, Is It right ALL MAIN Ill 
that such an Island be.regarded as the ___ • _ 
territory of that nation? There may ~;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;:;;;;;:;;;;:;~;;;:;~ be a demand that such structures be / Internationalized. And there Is a good 
deal to be said for the Idea. · 
Examinatfona 
There are few tilings so tormenting 
to the Instructors, so vexatious to the 
pupils as examinations. From the 
LOWE & CAMPBELL 
ATHLETIC GOODS CO. 
705 Main Street 
grade school to the University and even O •a- 11 _ 11_,.., _______ ... 
after they .are continually pursuing· ~UNG & SCHOLL 
the student like some headless horse-
man. Yet there seems to'be no means -BABBERS-
devlsed as yet by which they can be 521 Union Central Builclins 
eliminated. Like prohibition and boot- CANAL '120·M 
legging they. are here to stay. Per- . hapa they are a necessary evil. More ___ ,______ ..., 
likely they are bad habits that have 
fastened themselves on our school sys-
tem ·so firmly that they cannot be 
shaken loose. They encourage cram-
ming, they Incite cheating, they cause 
unnecessary worry and entail a need-
less amount of work on the professor. 
What Is the solution? A change In the 
entire school system seems the only 
probable one, and such a change Is very 
unlikely. What else can be done? Let 
educators Introduce the seminar meth-
od. - You say It wlll not work. Per-
haps-but I am Inclined to think that 
the student when given an lhterestlng 
paper to work up wlll put In a much 
greater amount of time and ellort than 
he ever would on preparing for an ex-
amination, and what Is' more, his pre-
paration In this case will stay with 
him, for It will' be more than memory 
work, It wlll be Individual research 
work. Why not then give this system 
a complete try out. Accordlngcto the 
old maxim, It might make ·things bet-
ter-It can't make them worse. 
J. D. CLOUD & CO. 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOtJNTANTS 
1103·C-5 Tracltion Bid(. 
Audlh Tu Sonfee SJ'liemll 
·-·- -·-·--·---1 I F. PUSTET ~o., Inc:. 
Religious Articlee, . 
and Church · 
Goods. I 
-·~~-~~-~ 
ST. XAVIER HIGH SCHOOL 
VERY REASONABLE PRICES 
For Detailed Information 
The mid-year exams are now just 
around the cornet'. Diligent and ex-_ 
tensive reviewing Is the order of the 
day In all classes. The exams are 
sent from St. Louis and cover all the 
matter for· one-half year. Every stu-
dent Is urged to make an extra effort 
to keep his average above 85 per cent 
in order to merit his exemption from 
the final exams In June. Declensions, 
wars, at1d orations, are being thorough-
ly digested In all Latin Classes through-
out the school while mathematics 
teachers are pointing out the more Im-
portant problems which, are likely to 
be asked, adding however, that·lt would 
be advisable to know them all. And so 
It goes, yet when the smoke has clear-
ed away, there are sut•prlslngly ·few 
• • .on the screen it'sCHAR~/ 
• 
J'T 
See MR. McGINNIS, S. J. 
ST. XAVIER HIGH SCHOOL 
~" Delicious and Re&eshing 
/PA\lll1$Jf A\A']I) 
R][JJRI$fil . -
.. -~()ILJl1J\$][Jl T 
... , 
AND ANYBODY WHO 
EVER RAN AFTER A 
TRAIN THAT WAS. 
GOING FASTER THAN 
HE. WAS KNOWS_ THERE 
IS NOTHING ELSE TO 
00 BUT. 
Run far enough, work· 
long enough, play hard 
enough and you've got to 
· atop. That's when the· 
.......- pause thatrefreshesmakes 
I the big hit. Happily you . can find it around the cor-. ner from anywhere, wait· ing for you in an ice-cold · Coca-Cola, the pure drink oVEft of naturaUlavors that _ 4J8 makes anY little minute ~ long enough for a big rest. 
-=' . § Tllo C..Ca-Cola Co., Allaaca, Oo. 
...... 
MILLION 
A DA'Y 
l 
-:TO l!I lE 0'00D TO 
YOU CAN'T BEAT 'THE 
PAUSE THAT REFRESHES 
w· H lE R It · I T 
,. 
... 
I S 
• • • 
I 1n a Cigarette· it's TA S T E; I 
"MERIT IS· SURE to rise." Make a dgarec~e of 
better quality, of richer aroma and finer fra· 
grance- and all the W!Jrld will find it out. 
Witness Chesterfield's popularity, growing 
every day. No flash_ in the ·pan, but enJuring 
popularity- earned by giving smokers the 
one thing they walit: 
"TASTE a/Jove evef!Jthing .. _ 
• 
hesterfield 
FINE TURKlSH incl DOMESTIC tobicco1, not only BLENDED ~ut CROSS-BLENDED 
tDl92P, LtoosnaMm1TouccoCo. :=... 
PAGE.FOUR, THE' XAVERIAN NEWS 
TOPICS OF INTEREST SEEN 
. ·.THROUGH THE EYES OF ST. 
XAVIER COLLEGE STUDENTS 
S ·· I L'f I C 11 on the position that her submarine OCIB I e D 0 ege fieet Is vital to. the ,protection of the 
lines of communication with her Afrl-
By Lawrence Eggers can ·colonies, Italy · will side with 
writers who delight ID painting · the 
glamour · and the plctm·es<iueness : of 
the llf'.11! that, In their. opinion, was the 
cowboy s could be forced' to dwell on 
a real ranch· for some time, to endure 
the hardships entailed: by a dry, unde-
veloped country, to endure the weary-
ing task of herding evil-smelling cattle, 
and the like. Very likely there would 
then be a general reversal of opinion 
about the cowboy. 
The social life In our colleges Is often France 'In regard to the use of sµb-
referred to as' one of the great' ad~ marines, and very likely, Insist, also,. 
. vantages of scholastic experience, and ·On full naval equality with France. Ja· 
so It may b~,.except to those who enjoy pan Is even now asserting her desire 
It at too great a cost. Dr. Ferguson o! for a ten-ten-seven ratio with America 
Western Reserve Unlve1·slty told the and Britain In regard to cruisers, ·and 
American Student Health Association refuses absolutely to abolish ·sub~ 
nothing new a short time ago when he marines. 
declared that the too strenuous social These are the five Powers 'on which 
life of students leads to many physical the fate of naval dlsarmanent depends. 
breakdowns, and Is ln no small degree And what sublime examples of con~ 
responsible for the high Incidence of fidence they exhibit In regard to each 
pulmonary tuberculosis In our colleges. other 1 · All are prepared to make con-
Why We Have A NaV)' 
·. --- ·' 
By Lawrence Eggers . 
Major General Amos Fries has listed 
twentyCfive commodities which are es· 
sentlal to the prosecution of war and 
which this country does not produce. 
Patrick Hurley, Assistant Secretary of 
War, says that It would take at leas! 
$250,000,000.00 to set up anything like 
an adequate reserve of these materiiils. 
Students, usually ·young and enthu- cessions provided that the other na· 
slastlc, are not overly thoughtful as tlons make reciprocal conceS6lons: 
to the possible dangers of an over· which, .In the last analysis, means slm• 
.wrought campus life which th~y ;!Ind ply nothing. · 
most enjoyable. At the opening of I 
each scholastic year the student body I "The Wild And W ooly" 
should be given a lecture, a serious and . , 
emphatic warning, In regard to the --- ' 
health perils Involved, by some official By Albert Worst 
of the college whose knowledge In sµch I suppose that at least one-third of 
matters they could not reasonably dis- the total amount of the fiction pro; 
credit. · duced every month Is (or was, until 
The _Five Powers 
By Alber~ Worst 
There Is to be a ft vc Power naval 
parley at London one of these forth-
coming days. Five nations, professing 
amity, brotherly love, and the like, are 
about to co-operate In an endeavor- to 
take another step towards disarma-
ment and future 11w01·ld peace." This 
Is the purpose, we presume. 
Only a short time ago the newspa-
pers of two countries were loud and 
hopeful . In their praise of this mo-
mentous conference that is to 0 open 
a new era." Now that the first fiush 
of the excitement occasioned by Prime 
Minister MacDonald's hasty passage 
through Washington, has ebbed, pre· 
dictions concerning this coming, parley 
are not so heartening. How could··they 
be otherwise? Five nations are send-
ing their representatives to England 
In January, and undoubtedly these del· 
egatlons are going to be lntrusted with 
demands that their several Interests 
be amply protected, So we may expect 
to see the five Power conferencO'-jUst 
another conference. 
All Indications point to the futility 
of this parley. England, In order to 
forestall any possible superiority of the 
·American fieet, Is prepared to Insist 
on naval parity with the United States, 
and the level at which parity must be 
maintained ls to 'i be determined by 
Great Britain "on the basis of her 
conception of her needs relative to 
Powers, other than the United States." 
France, Italy and Japan are,. likewise, 
going to determine that their right to 
preserve sufllclent forces for defense 
be recognized. France will stand firm 
mystery stories became so tremendously 
popular> composed of novels dealing 
with the "great ·open spaces" o! the 
western United States, and with that 
so-called picturesque figure-the cow· 
boy. A host of writers whose only con-
tact with the plains country, ·Very likely 
occurred along a tourist route, are In 
the habit of flooding the book stalls 
with masses of western 11stUff". And 
In ·an this "stuff" there Is depicted the 
gay, adventurous life that the cowboy 
Is purported to have led. One would 
think that the latter had a rosy life-
all pleasure and no work. 
I can't claim to have an exhaustive 
knowledge of the routine on a ranch 
In the western part of this country, but 
from what I do know, ·I feel safe In 
asserting that there was little that 
could be termed wonderfully attractive 
In the life of the cowboy, any more 
than there ls· 1s the life or any human 
being. Undoubtedly he had his mo· 
ment of gaiety, of freedom, and ot 
adventure: but on the whole, there 
could have been nothing attractive 
enough about It to render It any more 
tolerable than the life of any farm-
hand. For the cowboy was only a 
mounted farmer when you really ex-
amine him, with the emphasis placed 
more upon cattle than upon crops. He 
had a dreary, monotonous task In rid· 
Ing the range year after year, harvest-
ing hay, and performing· like chores. 
Very probably he went from the cradle 
to the grave without anything violent 
disturbing the even tenor of his life. 
Rustlers, horse· thieves, and other law-
less characters so common In fiction 
were In reality the exception rather 
than the rule. In short, the cowboy 
was an ordinary Individual living the 
life of an ordinary Individual. 
It would be very humorous If thoee 
CONTINUING OUR 
MEN'S SUITS $3950 $4950 
W•re $55 and $50 · Were $65 and $60 
OVERCOATS $3950· $4950 
Were $55 and $50 Were $65 and $60 
Also adequate reductions in higher 
priced overcoats 
We held this sale to make room for our 
new Spring clothing .... we've made lots of 
space but we need even more I So you can 
still buy fine Browning King suits and over--
coats from our this season's selection at 
save·you-lots·of-money prices. There's a 
good choice left but they're going faster 
every day .••• better come in now I 
ADVANCE SPRING SHOWING 
CHALLENGER 
SUITS 
-1 La1t Spring we introduced our now famou1 Challenger 
serie1 at $39, a price so low that it is impouible for us to 
reduce it further for a sale .. ln1te11d we are having an ad-
vance showing. of the new fabrics, colors and 1tylei in which 
the Challenger suits will celebrate their first birthday. 
"f>rowning King 
·. ~Company· · · 
·/ 
Whatever the sum, It Is fairly cer-
tain that -It will not be provided. If 
a war should come we would be de-
penilcnt entirely upon foreign trade for 
such essentials as tin and rubber. The 
United States Is not as self-sufficient 
as many flag-waving Americans be-
lieve. And hand-to-mouth buying has 
made our expenditure In times of 
emergency' much greater than It for· 
merly was. 
The Major Is thinking, primarily; of 
our own predicament If war were to 
arise. We would not' fight effectively 
without manganese for our steel In· 
dustry, tin for the preservation of food 
among other uses and rubber for auto-
mobile tires. Without them we can-
not maintain even our present stand-
ard of living. If a wartime opponent 
happens to be the source of supply W!! 
are certain to suffer the consequences 
of economic Isolation and Industrial 
depression. , 
No great effort Is being made to 
maintain stocks of essential Imports to 
carry us safely through a period of 
war or forced neutrality. We have to 
depend solely upon the navy to keep 
the ·sea-lanes open. This fact Is well 
worth remembering as the naval llm· 
ltatlons conference approaches. 
HOLIDAY GIFTS 
ACCEPTABLE IN 
' . 
LIBRARY 
such Contributions Wiii cast 
No. Raflactlon on Yulatlda 
. . Spirit of Friends. 
Alumni and friends of St. xS:vler 
College who received books of fiction 
during the holiday season and who 
now have completed the reading of the 
work, are Invited to forward ccples to 
the college library where they wm be 
placed at the dlspoiial ot students, Miss 
Sylvia Lalthwalte, librarian, said yes-
terday. 
Mis Lalthwalte Indicated that mod,-
ern books of all types will be appreciat-
ed by the library. The college Is also 
anxious to learn If any alumni have 
manuscripts In the classics or Euro-
pean vernaculars antedating 1500. The 
Library of Congress Is making a sur-
vey of all such manuscripts In the 
United States. Miss Lalthwalte re-
ported that the college now has one 
such treasure. 
William E. Chancellor, professor of 
economics at the college, recently con·-
trlbuted several books which have)een 
placed In circulation. 
Oratorical Prelims 
Held Last Monday 
Twenty-Five Students Take Part; 
Semi-Finals Soon. 
Approximately twenty-five students 
completed In the preliminaries of the 
annual Washington Oratorical Contest 
Monday afternoon. Two faculty Judges 
·selected those whose .delivery entitled 
them to a place In the semi-finals 
which will be held within, the next two 
weeks. The Oratorical Contest has be-
come an annual Institution at St. Xav-
ier and the- best talent In the school 
enters the duel of speakers. to contest 
for the gold medal that Is awarded to 
the winner. 
Those who took port Jn the prelim-
inaries were: James Shea, Edwin .Hell· 
ker, Anton Mayer, Albert Muckerhelde, 
Louis Feldhaus, Elbert Gruber, Paul 
Hilbert, Louis Krue, John Martin, Wll· 
llam Muhlenkamp, John Nolan, w. 
Dewan, Louis Boeh, John Cook, Gale 
Grogan, Oliver Stiens, William Haas, 
John Callahan, W. Murphy, B. Phelan, 
Amold Scully, J. Janszen, Vincent 
Spellmlre, ·John Reuter and Alvin Os· 
tholthoff. 
°"oUI\ S•Ert v1 . 
• I 
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RETAIL SAlESRCClM-.FAtn>nY,' 
'o~ nvvr. • an RACE ST•. t:ll-i.~llOIATI,: OHi~~ 
·Passion Play at Oberan;amergau. 
1930 .Objective ol U. S/Tourists 
i'be Village ot O~ In tho foothills of the B&Yarlan +\)pa, and 
Rev. \V, Ooleman Ncvlls, Pl'celdCn' ot Goorgct.O'Wn Unlversl'J 
and Chai~ of the ExecuUve CJouncU of the newlJ 
formed, va&holle . Students Travel ~
New Catholic Students Travel League Features Age-Old 
Stupendous Spectacle on Tours 
NEW YORK-Europe Is always 
aUuJ.lng to the American tro.vetcr, 
but there ·ts an a.dded tncentlv" tor 
·.roln1 abroad In 1930. . It Is the 
year of the Passion Play. 'This 
stupendous epectacle la presented 
over & period of five months every 
tenth year, a.nd Americana a.re at-
tracted to these performances tn 
Increasing numbers each tlme they 
are given at Oberammergau. 
The Passion Play will be given 
eve17 Stinda1 next Ma7 and June, 
and twice weekly the following 
three month& Attendance at the 
·Passion PJa1 la featured on a num .. 
·ber of the tours ot the newly form-
;.d Catholic Student.I Travel League 
,jn lUO .. 
Bcslde1· tta religious significance, 
the Passion PJay aervea· to Interest 
the tourlot because ot the hoapltal-
'lty ot the villagers to the vlolton 
jto Oberammergau. Nearly the en-
,tlre population ot thl1 quaint vU-
11age, which nestles In the toothllls 
,ot .the Bavarian Alps,. pnrtlclpatea 
11n· the pertormancea, and It la the 
icu1tom th8.t · eBch apeetator, be 
;hou90d bj & player the nlgbt · pre" 
1cedln1' the performance. 
I Already aeveral hundred rea11rva-
tlona for theae quarters ha.Yo bPen 
· ma.l'!e tor members on toun of the 
Catholic Btudente Tt'avel League 
ne11:t Sprtng and Summer. Thill 
organ~zatlon bu the endorsement 
and aupport ,~t hundreds ot Church 
Atta Philosopher! 
._.Among the new students enrolled at· 
Wittenberg this year Is a Hindu bom 
In British Guiana. In describing· South 
American life, he speaks of the cork 
hats which mllst be wom In hot weath-
er and asks: "Why do you Americans 
wear hats when you can't even see 
the sun?" 
Low Down? 
Some one wonders If there ls an-
other college. or· university that can 
boast of harboring a freshman like 
the one at Illinois U. This Individual 
parts his hair forty-eight Inches above 
sea level and weighs forty-seven 
pounds. · 
,r·,.r 
/ 
dignitaries and educaton at the 
leading colleges o.nd schools ot the 
United States and Canada. His 
Eminence, Wtllla.m Cardinal 
O'Connell, Archbishop ot Boaton. 
le one ot the endorsers, and the 
Executive Counctl ts headed by Rev. 
W. Coleman Nevils, presldc.n't ot 
Georgetown University. Local 
headquarters ot the Leo.gue are lo-
cated at No. 661 Fifth Avenue. 
The Passion Play, a dramatisa-
tion ot the lite ot Christ ,has been 
glveD every tenth year 11lnce the 
plague ot 1633, Durlnir that year 
the citizens of Obrira.miDergau vow-
ed that they would re-e~t thE! 
lite ot Christ every tenth year u 
a thanksgiving ottering tor having 
been delivered of the tnrucUve 
evil. 
The play I• a glpntlc manlteota-
tlon ·ot religious wonhl p and tht> ·• 
moral character of each actor le 
conaldered aa well u hli histrionic 
ablllt:r. The whole village lives tor 
thl1 production. . The Inhabitants 
spend their ~I.me at taahl.o!!lng 
~~:c~~~:~ :~:a;::o:.dtol~ii:~~u~~ 
lsl8 who pa.sa through their village 
year b1 year. . 
The Passion Play portrayals are 
the epitome ot emotional acting . 
Each player put.B his very aoul Into 
htll part. ParUci patlon in one of 
the leading character roles t1 tho 
llte'a achievement of each player. 
A ''Polline" Privilege 
Undergraduate students will ncit be 
permitted to marry without the written 
consent of both parents according to a 
new ruling at the- University of West 
Virginia. This was brought about by 
the numerous efopements of 1tudcnts 
last year. 
Mind Reacllnc 
Dr. Menge: "McGulnness, what's the 
answer?" · 
Mac: "Let me think ••• " 
Doc: "Incorrect again." 
"I'll sleigh you," piped big brother 
to the little tot when he' saw the deep 
snow on the ground. 
Intramural League Will 
~ · -Begin Within Two Weeks 
- I 
Class Basketball T earns In Process of Formation; 
' . Stµdent Directors Na~ed. 
The Field House hllB been thrown 
open for the use of lntmmural sports 
and Director Mark Schmidt and his 
Mslstants a;.e arranging the basketball 
schedule for the teams · which have 
been formed. The league . will open 
within the next two weeks and ap-
proximately thirty teams will partici-
pate In the schedule. The dormitory 
students will have· o. league of their 
neth· Schaefer and Lloyd Deddens: 
Juniors; Paul Kelley and Andrew 
Schmidt, Sophomores; Omar Cannon 
and Pat Slattery, Freshmen. Students 
who wish to participate In the Intra· 
mural basketball league arc requested 
to give their names to their class pres-
ident or athletic manager. 
own us has been the custom ill years · 
past. The championship of the college CINCINNATI ATHLETIC 
Is decided upon the completion of the GOODS CO., Inc, 
schedule when the first teams of the &U l\IAIN ST. CANAL 11H7 
leagues will battle It out for the blue c. L. Lavery BoJd Chamben 
ribbon. Lee Hallerman Ethan Alla 
·Besides basketball, faclljtles for hand- . Dick Bray c. w. Frankllll, Ir. 
ball, track, baseball, horseshoes, aerial ';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:= 
.dart and gymnastic exercises are ready. • 
Tho Athletic Department 'has extended 
an Invitation to all the students to 
make use of the equipment In the E-~~;:-~~50 ..Field House. Director Mark Schmidt selected the following students to act as athletic managers for the various classes: Fred. Wllklemeyer; Seniors; Ken-
J. ALBERT JONF.s 
PBOTOGBAPBEB 
Photographs for school Amlll&ll 
and Students we auppJ7 r.t lllOft 
moderate prices. .... .. .. " 
'29 Rr.ce Street• Clnclnnr.U, o. 
Phone, Main 10711 
Schultz-Goaiger 
ENGRAftBS 
5.14 Main Street 
Arcbitecte 
CINCINNA11, OHIO 
---~---
THE MOUNTEL PRF.sS CO. 
BBTTD 
PRINTING 
N. B. ccr. Coan a. s1-.. ... 
O•a• • ---~-- • 
I CUT FLOWERS 
1 
Telesrapheil Enl'JWhen 
HARDF.sTY &: .CO. 
· ·--1_s_o_~ __ 4_th_s_1r_• _.. 
SENIORS~ 
Your Co-operation la 
Euential To The Succe11 of 
-THE 1930 MUSKETEER. 
In Order That Your 
Picture Appear In The ,Annual 
l It Muat Be Taken 
NOT LATER THAN JANUARY 31. 
Edward Tepe 
Editor 
Malvin Uchbnan, 
Businea Manapr 
.. 
"THE 19111: !W&ITI, WITIOIJT '' 
Rli\t:lt L811D DIJIZIA!IUR"r 
"If you ask me," replied Al~tia coldly, "you aeem to have 
brought the hoarse in with you. The hoarseness of your 
voice repels me, sir! If you wish me to go buggy-riding 
with you, you'd better change~ OLo GOLDS. 
"When my heart leaves me, it will go to the man who 
smokes this queen-leaf cigarette. There'• not a throat-
scratch in a ,trillion." 
OP.L.Co. 
. c . 
FASTEST GROWING CIGARETTE IN HISTORY ••• NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD 
